WPAS Working Group. “Classification”

MEETING DATE. 7th July 2020

Present:
Jessica Tidwell (USA)
Benjamin Ruer (FRA)
Akio Kobayashi (JPN)
Mauritz Trautner (GER)
Kayla Dodson (CAN)
Sandra Titulaer (NED)

AGENDA:
1- Minutes meeting 2-6-20
2- Update IPC/WPAS activities
3- Document for coaches to report “classification questions”
4- Research VI
5- Research PI : (I noticed that I was supposed to send more documents, will try to search them tomorrow)

MEETING MINUTES.
Ad 1 : Draft Calendar is online, it is unclear if we will be able to travel thus winter, so if it is going to be a plan A (WC season) or plan B or C (more restricted) Decision will be September? Classification will follow the calendar. So no decisions now.
Rest of topics of last meeting are on todays agenda
Ad 2 : IPC is very busy with other sports/topics (like COVID proof classification Summer sports, new qualification for PWG etc)
And some people in the staff left IPC, so less manpower and less knowledge (Classification, research) This week IPC GB will meet online, but they have a very full agenda.
WP snow sports topics are not all on that agenda 9VI research later this month)
As effect : we didn't get feedback on our 10 steps classification document, rules clean up, education plan, research questions etc...
Ad3 : Jess send the draft document, I will send it to Antonio to make it “official” (with logo and fillable..) and send it to the CAG
Ad 4: VI research: waits for presenting IPC GB
Ad 5: I will send the promised research literature etc.

Akio asked for interest in sitski research, will make a basic proposal (not too much effort, we need to discuss this first with IPC) (Jess made a nice ordering)

Jess same about video interrater research of the balance board test

Thanks, next meeting: 1 September 22:00 CET